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PREFACE

This treatise has been prepared largely because of an

increasing interest in contemporary music and an awareness

on the part of many music educators of its merits in the

curriculum of public schools and colleges. Since contem-

porary music is a controversial subject among directors, it

has become necessary to search for specific, positive ap-

proaches to the teaching of contemporary music in high school.

Breaking away from the traditional and familiar is

often painful and carries with it risks. Although the time-

honored rhythmic patterns such as 2/4, 3/4, 4/4, and 6/8 are

utilized in contemporary music, many new variations merge

with the old to present obstacles.

Some of the limiting factors in the performance of con-

temporary music are the abrupt transition from tonality to

a feeling of non-tonality or lack of a tonal center, from

a sense of consonance to a feeling, in many cases, of unre-

solved dissonance. In addition, ever-changing meter signatures

present great performance problems to singers in general.

Tonality has not been abandoned, but the contemporary

idioms break the bonds of a single tonality and substitute

shifting tonal centers.
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Harmony has been enlarged by adding more tones to the

traditional chords. Secundal, quartal, and quintal harmonies

are more frequently used in twentieth-century music, thus

distinguishing it to some extent from nineteenth-century

music. These new harmonic devices have sometimes presented

extreme dissonance, thus creating great tension in music.

In order to accept and appreciate contemporary music,

it is necessary that the director comprehend the new musical

idioms and possess an aural understanding of unusual melodies

and harmonies. Through his understanding and desire to keep

pace with an ever-changing environment, he may stimulate

students to accept, enjoy, question, and challenge not music

alone, but all areas of learning.

Feeling the need for logical vocal exercises to be used

to aid in overcoming difficulties that appear in understanding

and performing contemporary music, a series of vocal exercises

(rhythmic, harmonic, and melodic) has been devised. It is

hoped that through the use of these exercises directors and

students may better understand contemporary music. It is

also hoped that the exercises will serve as a vehicle to

encourage increased performance of twentieth-century music.
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CHAPTER I

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM

The Purpose

The purpose of this study was to identify compositional

techniques used in contemporary choral music and to suggest

exercises that might be used to prepare high school choirs

for performing the music.

Specific Problems

Analysis of the general problem led to subordinate

questions, or sub-problems which are stated as follows:

1. What specific compositional techniques are used

by twentieth-century composers and in what choral compo-

sitions are these techniques found?

2. What vocal exercises might be used by high school

directors with their choirs to help students improve their

abilities to perform contemporary choral music?

Definition of Terms

The phrase "compositional techniques" refers to rhythmic,

harmonic, and melodic practices most commonly used in con-

temporary music.
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2

The term "contemporary music" refers to music written

in the style characteristic of the mid-twentieth century.

These styles or idioms are as follows:

a. Tendency away from four or eight measure phrases.

b. Rhythmic freedom including jazz syncopation, multi-
rhythms, general loosening of traditional patterns
of meter and accent.

c. Freedom in key relationships.

d. Deliberate ignoring of traditional tonal centers,
with departure from traditional practices of har-
mony and counterpoint.

e. Exploitation of musical values inherent in unre-
solved dissonance and non-chordal tones.

f. Tendency towards free structure as opposed to
classic forms (1, p. 3).

The phrase "choral compositions" refers to music which

contains examples of compositional techniques common in much

contemporary music. (See Appendix B for list of compositions

included in study.)

The term "vocal exercises" refers to rhythmic, harmonic,

and melodic studies devised to aid the high school choir in

sight-reading and aural perception of the new music.

Delimitations

The study will be limited to various melodic, rhythmic,

and harmonic techniques and exercises ranging from easy to
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difficult. The capabilities of high school singers will be

kept in mind concerning range, musicianship, and interest.

This study was limited to music for high school mixed

choir and did not include music for boys' choir or girls'

choir.

Basic Hypothesis

The basic hypothesis of this study was that special

vocal exercises can be devised for high school singers.

Basic Assumption

The basic assumption for this study was that many con-

temporary composers use similar techniques; therefore,

analysis of certain selections would provide a general under-

standing of most contemporary choral music.

Need for the Study

Very few books and articles have been written concerning

the educational methods of contemporary music in the public

schools. There is little or no mention of the subject in most

music-education texts. Is this subject so evasive or contro-

versial that it should not be discussed? Is this music so

poor that it cannot be used to educate our youth of today?

Many people cast this music aside, not realizing its educa-

tional values. People who are opposed to twentieth-century
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music are denying future music educators a segment of music

which will perhaps be the most significant educative force

in musical history. "For us to deny today's music a role

in the pursuit of learning is to not keep faith with the

art itself" (2, p. 46).

In recent years more has been done to encourage the

use of contemporary music in public schools. In 1959 the

Ford Foundation, along with the National Music Council,

awarded fellowships of about five thousand dollars each

to twelve young American composers who were assigned to

high schools around the country. It was intended that these

young composers enrich the secondary school musical reper-

toire by composing works specifically for school choruses,

orchestras, and bands. During the past six years this pro-

gram has grown from twelve composers and about sixty thousand

dollars to a total of over forty composers and over one mil-

lion dollars. Also since 1959 money has been allotted for

summer workshops throughout the country designed specifically

for music educators and composers. These workshops enable

the composers to expose their work to educators and to en-

courage its use.

Even though the Ford Foundation, National Music Council,

and the Music Educators National Conference are making
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outstanding progress, a vast majority of schools and music

educators are failing to be reached.

To be eligible to receive a young composer for a school

system, that system must have an orchestra, a choir, and a

band. The performance abilities of these groups must be

above average. It is also desirable for the city to have a

community orchestra. These qualifications limit many schools

that have outstanding choirs and bands but do not maintain a

string program. What can be done in these schools to encour-

age the use of contemporary music?

The first step is to examine the reasons why contemporary

music is being avoided in many secondary schools. One problem

confronting the music educator is his lack of understanding

concerning twentieth-century idioms and styles. In many

colleges and universities the music education student is re-

ceiving traditional college theory training with little or

no emphasis on twentieth-century melody and harmony.

Pianists, singers, violinists, public school
teachers, and musicologists are still led up to the
middle of the nineteenth century in music theory and
turned out with no further knowledge except that which
may be obtained at the end of a general music history
course. And most of these musicians will live in the
twenty-first century (3, p. viii).

Performing twentieth-century music is one of the most

important phases in learning to understand it; however, many
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colleges are not programming contemporary literature because

of its technical difficulties and the lack of time to over-

come these difficulties. Thus the music student is deprived

of the inherent educational value of twentieth-century music.

Dissonant melodies, harmonies, difficult intervals, and

rhythmic complexities present great performance problems for

most secondary school performing groups. It must be remembered

that many of the students have had little or no musical train-

ing. Others have only been exposed to the Renaissance, Baroque,

and Romantic idioms. The new dissonances of modern music cer-

tainly present far greater aural difficulties than the earlier

periods of music history. An acquaintance and knowledge of

these performance problems will be the main purpose of this

paper.

Upon completion of this study and with logical use of

the prescribed exercises, it is hoped that students and

teachers will more fully understand music of the twentieth

century and become aware of its educational merits through

increased musical performance.

Plan for this Report

In Chapter Two, a brief historical background is pre-

sented. The background will trace the mainstreams of musical

styles and trends leading into the twentieth century. Chapter
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Three is concerned with the analysis of compositional tech-

niques that are common in much twentieth-century music.

The Music Educators National Conference publication on

contemporary music documentation was the key source for se-

lecting the music to be analyzed in Chapter Three. Rhythmic,

harmonic, and melodic techniques are all analyzed and illus-

trated to show the new trends of today's music.

In Chapter Four, a series of exercises is presented to

introduce teachers and students to the changes in styles and

techniques of twentieth-century music. These exercises should

also increase the aural perception of students and teachers

by presenting dissonant harmonies and melodies. The exercises

are merely a sampling of ideas that can be devised to help

students become aware of the changes of today's music. They

should not be considered comprehensive, but only suggestive

of further studies and exercises.

Chapter Five presents a summary, conclusions, and recom-

mendations resulting from the research. Recommendations are

directed toward college theory teachers, choral directors,

researchers, publishers, and composers.
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CHAPTER II

HISTORICAL BACKGROUND

In tracing the evolution of twentieth-century idioms,

styles and techniques, it is necessary to study a brief his-

torical development of music and these contemporary traits.

The Christian Era

The Christian Era (200 A. D.-1300) encompasses the devel-

opment of monophonic music. Gregorian chant or plainsong,

which was the liturgical chant of the Catholic church, was

the most important form of music during the Christian Era.

The name "Gregorian chant" is thought to be derived from Pope

Gregory, who collected and organized these chants during the

sixth century A. D. Gregorian chant was monophonic, usually

written for one voice or one voice and chorus. Its rhythm

was very free and irregular, usually unaccompanied, and very

modal (based on the eight church modes).

"The Church modes (ecclesiastical modes, or simply modes)

are the organizational basis for the Gregorian chant and of

early music till about 1600 in general" (1, p. 145). Re-

searchers now agree, however, that the chants were in exis-

tence long before the theory of the eight church modes; thus

9
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the modes were adopted to fit the chants. This explains many

discrepancies between the theory and practice. In music from

800 to 1500 only the first eight modes were known, and for

the study of Gregorian chant, only these eight are needed.

"The series of twelve modes first appeared in Glarean's

Dodekachordon, published in 1552" (1, p. 146).

Secular music was not as highly organized as plainsong.

Little secular music has been found dating earlier than the

tenth century. It was more rhythmic, encompassed a wider

range, used vernacular language, and was not strictly modal.

In France between the eleventh and thirteenth centuries, the

Troubadours and Trouveres were possibly the most important

singing groups. From these two groups a large body of secular

music has been preserved. The German Minnesingers were an

outgrowth of the French Troubadours and Trouveres. Later,

(the fourteenth to the sixteenth century), the Meistersingers

continued the tradition of the Minnesingers.

"The earliest form of polyphony was called organum which

originated in the ninth century" (1, p. 539). Organum is

the practice of adding a second part to the plainsong a fourth

or fifth apart, above or below, moving parallel to the cantus

firmus. There are several types of organum that developed

between the ninth and thirteenth centuries: Parallel organum
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(ninth and tenth centuries), free organum (eleventh and early

twelfth centuries), melismatic organum (twelfth century) and

measured organum (before and after 1200). During the twelfth

century organum had developed markedly. The use of more than

two parts, use of parallel and contrary motion, and crossing

of voices introduced the Ars Antigua.

The Ars Antigua

During the Ars Antigua (twelfth and thirteenth centuries),

many innovations came about in the development of polyphony.

Unisons, fourths, and fifths were still used as perfect con-

sonances, but intervals of the third and sixth were used more

frequently than before. Triple time was used almost exclusively,

and vocal dissonance characterizes this period. Probably the

most important musical form that developed was the thirteenth

century motet or Paris motet. This form was written for three

parts, the tenor being the lowest. The tenor sang the plain-

song in a slow rhythm while the two upper voices sang different

rhythms, usually in faster values. Perhaps the most important

composer during the Ars Antigua was Leonin, a prominent organum

composer. He was associated with the Notre Dame school in the

mid-twelfth century. His successor in the late twelfth and

early thirteenth century was Perotin.
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The Ars Nova

"The Ars Nova represents a crisis in musical history

comparable in many ways with the crisis of the first half

of the twentieth century, and composers ranged themselves

into two opposing camps: the conservatives, and the moderns"

(2, p. 232). Guillaume De Machaut (1300-1377) was prob-

ably the most influential composer of the Ars Nova. He

abandoned cantus firmus techniques and developed what might

be called melody with accompaniment. In Machaut's harmony,

thirds and sixths were admitted more frequently as consonant

intervals. The use of dissonance reminds one of the dissonance

of Hindemith and other modern composers. The bold new use of

rhythm also reminds one of modern day rhythms. "In the late

fourteenth century, especially, the rhythmic structure adopts

a complexity which is unparalleled in the entire history of

European music" (1, p. 57). A very important musical form

during the fourteenth century was the madrigal, which was a

secular form. It was usually a two-part composition, one part

being very fluid,with a slower moving lower part often played

on an instrument. Other popular secular forms during the Ars

Nova were the caccia and the ballata.
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The Renaissance

During the fifteenth century, the development of poly-

phony shifted from France and Italy to the Netherlands. The

main innovations took place in the Burgundian and Flemish

schools. There is a marked difference between that of the

Burgundian school (first half of fifteenth century) and that

of the Flemish school (second half of fifteenth century).

The Flemish school probably exerted the heaviest influence

on the development of Renaissance polyphony in the sixteenth

century. "The Flemish school is perhaps the more important

because the techniques of polyphony established by its com-

posers were the basis of style and form for the entire six-

teenth century in sacred vocal polyphony" (3, p. 31). The

use of four-voice polyphony, the adding of a bass part to

give balance, and the use of canon were all innovations

during this period. Main composers of the Flemish school

include Ockeghem, Obrecht, Deprez, Mouton, and Isaac.

The Baroque

Solo song, opera, oratorio, cantata, and recitative are

some of the forms that developed during the Baroque. Ren-

aissance music (polyphony) prevailed during the Baroque,

especially in the Roman schools, but at the culmination of

the Baroque a new style developed called the "Rococo," which
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was a lighter, prettier style than the impressive grandeur

of the true Baroque.

During the Baroque, secular music became more popular

because of the great interest in music on the part of the

nobility. Also instrumental music gained equal importance

with vocal music, which had not been the case in previous

years. Homophonic developments took place during the Baroque,

but did not replace polyphonywhich continued to develop.

Major and minor key feeling was becoming more apparent

although the church modes still held influence throughout

the period. The breaking down of modality came when new

chord structures and chord progressions were evident. These

innovations tended to overshadow the old contrapuntal approach.

Structural design also began to take shape during the

Baroque period. The sonata and concerto enjoyed a fast growth.

Improvisation and ornamentation were also popular during the

period. Tonic and dominant chords alongwith four-bar phrases,

were also becoming evident.

The Baroque period is often called the figured bass pe-

riod. It was a new device that prevailed during the period.

It was a kind of shorthand in which chords were indicated by

placing numbers below the bass line played by a keyboard in-

strument. "This improvising art of realizing a figured bass
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was highly developed during the Baroque period and has since

been lost" (3, p. 72).

"In a way, the Baroque period is the most international
period in music history, with Italy, Germany, and France
competing on almost equal terms, and England being a
good second. No other period can boast of a similar
variety of forms, nor of an equal number of great com-
posers, nor of a summit comparable to that represented
by the name of Bach" (1, p. 336).

The Classical

The Classical period, which encompasses the years 1750-

1820, is marked with monumental events in musical history.

During this period formal structure became very evident with

the advent of the classical sonata form. Melodies were written

in shorter phrases unlike the long melodic lines of the poly-

phonic period. The harmonic structure was very simple and

continued to be so until Beethoven. The broken-chord accom-

paniment (Alberti Bass) came to be popular. The old contra-

puntal forms were slowly dying and were used very sparingly.

Crecendo and diminuendo were being used much more. New orches-

tration and instrumentation were other innovations during

this period, but perhaps the most significant milestone was

the development of the already mentioned classical sonata form,

which became the basis for all instrumental music during the

classical period.
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"Perhaps the most important single contribution of the

Classical period is the symphony. It embodies not only a new

formal principle, the classical sonata form, but also new con-

cepts of orchestration" (3, p. 120). The piano also developed

during the Classical period but did not replace the harpsichord

and clavichord until the nineteenth century. The expansion

of the music publishing business enabled more production of

music than before.

Opera seria (Italy), opera buffa (Venice), opera comique

(France), and the German Singspiel were all popular operatic

forms during the Classical period. Sacred music did not de-

velop as much as the other forms. Probably the most important

oratorio composer was Haydn,whose oratorio The Seasons was

perhaps one of the most popular. The four main composers

of the Classical period were Gluck, Mozart, Haydn, and Beethoven.

The Romantic

During the Romantic period many aspects of music changed.

There was a wide diversity of styles among the composers.

Emotional expression, sentimentality, and great personal

feeling were reflected in the music of the nineteenth century.

Because of this expression and sentimentality, the phrasing

became less rigid than the strict classical phrasing. The

important expansion of harmony saw the use of altered chords,
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seventh and ninth chords, and much use of chromaticism.

Basic key feeling was kept during this period, but signs of

tonal obscurity became more and more evident, especially

during the later part of the nineteenth century. The

Wagnerian music drama was an important form that emerged

during the Romantic period. Piano, orchestra, solo song

with accompaniment, and opera were other main areas of im-

portance. Religious music and secular music were fairly

unimportant; however, the few things that were written

assume a major role in the development of Romantic music.

Opera was a very important element in the nineteenth

century, developing chiefly in Italy, France, and Germany.

The most important figure associated with Romantic opera was

Richard Wagner. His newly developed music drama was "a super-

art-form (Gesamtkunstwerk) in which all the constituent arts

are transfigured, sacrificing their individual identity and

some of their special characteristics for the larger pos-

sibilities of development opened up by the new association"

(1, p. 518). Wagner believed all areas of opera, such as

music, poetry, and stagecraft, should be blended, without em-

phasis on any one area. He wrote his own librettos based on

German folklore and the supernatural. His melodic style was

characterized by much use of chromaticism. Much of his music
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contains shifting tonal centers and the music itself is con-

nected or unified by the extensive use of the leit-motif,

which is the identification of personalities or recurrent

ideas by the use of musical motives.

The art song, another important form that developed

during the nineteenth century, was derived from the German

art song (lied). Its popularity grew because of the great

interest in German romantic poetry and the increasing popu-

larity of the piano. The piano added much sonority and more

adequate support than the previous keyboard instruments such

as the harpsichord and clavichord.

"Impressionism was the first indication of a quickly
growing antithesis against Romanticism and the musical
tradition of the nineteenth century in general. The
ensuing revolutionary tendencies, summed up under the
term new music, embraces a variety of attempts, ex-
periments, and aspects for which there is no parallel
in the entire history of music" (1, p. 338).

Impressionism

The name "Impressionism" was derived from a few late

nineteenth-century painters whose techniques showed a veiled

atmospheric impression rather than clear cut lines. Claude

Debussy (1862-1918) produced the same impression in his music

as a reaction against nineteenth-century romanticism. Seventh,

ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth chords were used more as son-

orities than as functional chords of earlier periods. "Debussy
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chose to replace tonality with something that would do away

with the harmonic limitations of the preceding period yet

retain the spirit of tonality as a form building force. And

to this end he did no less than to introduce, to reintroduce,

melodic tonality into music" (4, p. 22).

The Twentieth Century

"One of the most significant aspects of modern music

concerns new concepts of tonality. At no time in the history

of music have these concepts changed so radically as in the

twentieth century" (3, p. 184).

Music of the twentieth century cannot be characterized

by one style or trend only, for it is a composite of many

styles.

Neomodality is not new to the twentieth-century musician

and composer; this name merely emphasizes the reintroduction

of the old church modes for new effects. They are not strictly

modal in the pre-Baroque sense, but retain the old sound with

the features of the modern style. Other innovations that

effect tonality are these: (1) such new scale systems as

the pentatonic, whole-tone, oriental, twelve-tone and others;

(2) polytonality, which is "the use of two or more keys

simultaneously" (3, p. 185); (3) atonality, which "implies a

negation of tonality" (5, p. 37). Atonal music
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has not completely dominated the music of the twentieth cen-

tury, but has exerted a great influence. The principal

technique of atonal music is the twelve tone .system, some-

times called the serial technique or dodecaphonic music that

was devised by Arnold Schoenberg in the 1920ts. Other com-

posers closely associated with this system are Alban Berg,

Anton Webern, and Ernst Krenek.

Harmony, like tonality, also expanded during the nine-

teenth century, and in the twentieth century it has grown to

be so radically different that by the traditional style of

analysis, much of it probably could not be analyzed. Chord

construction in the twentieth century has become more complex

by the addition of thirds, thus producing ninth, eleventh,

and thirteenth chords. Even more dissonant chords are con-

structed by using quartal harmony (chords built in fourths),

quintal harmony (chords built in fifths), and even secundal

harmony (chords built in seconds), all of which appear fre-

quently in contemporary music. Tone clusters are another form

of harmony used by modern composers and consist of groups of

adjacent notes sounded simultaneously. Principal users of

this form were Charles Ives and Henry Cowell. Although there

are many other types of chords and chord structures used in

the twentieth century, they are too numerous to mention here.
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Harmony has evolved to the point that the traditional prin-

ciples of preparation and resolution have almost been abandoned

for a freer form and a much wider use of dissonance.

Melody during the twentieth century has probably changed

less than any of the other musical aspects, but some exceptions

in this area are also evident. In twelve tone music the me-

lodic progressions are disjunct.

Rhythm and meter in the twentieth century have assumed a

far greater complexity than in previous periods of music his-

tory. Composers have striven to break the bonds of traditional

rhythmic patterns by using signatures such as 1/4, 5/8, 7/8,

10/8 and many other combinations. Some have even reverted to

the free-rhythm technique of plainsong to achieve a greater

freedom of rhythmic style. Polyrhythmic music is the practice

of using two or more time signatures at the same time, such

as 3/4 against 4/2.

Texture and sonority are other distinguishing factors of

contemporary music. Twentieth-century texture as related to

the neo-classical style assumes a contrapuntal (polyphonic)

character. In general the sonority of twentieth-century

music, as opposed to the rich sounds of the preceding century,

is light, clear, and transparent. This type of sonority is

produced by wide spacing of tones, use of higher and lower

registers, and fewer tones sounding simultaneously.
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Form in the twentieth century has not been abandoned, but

it has become more obscured because of new tonal, harmonic,

rhythmic, and melodic materials. Many of the older forms from

previous centuries have been reintroduced, such as the fugue,

suite, and passacaglia.

In the brief historical background presented in the pre-

ceding pages, no attempt has been made to research the history

of music in depth, but merely to present an overall view rela-

tive to the development of forms, styles, and techniques

leading from the Christian era to the present.
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CHAPTER III

ANALYSIS OF CONTEMPORARY CHORAL MUSIC

In order to devise exercises to help high school singers

perform contemporary music more ably, it was necessary to

locate and analyze the rhythmic, harmonic, and melodic com-

plexities of the music.

Rhythm

Twentieth-century music exhibits many changes and

additions to the music of previous centuries. One of the

most dramatic changes or additions is rhythmic freedom.

Multimetric music is a favorite device of many con-

temporary composers. This term refers to music in which

there are ever-changing time signatures in consecutive

measures, as illustrated in the following example. One

should notice that each measure is marked with a different

time signature. This gives the music uneven feeling. One

should also notice the accents. If students keep the eighth

note steady and emphasize the accents, the music would be

sung rhythmically correct. There are many other examples

of multimetric music. Students should be encouraged to seek

24
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rhythmic complexities in other music and become aware of the

ever-changing meter signatures.

ALI Ida

do I LII I I L I r

Now the king up on the green Shallcoseagilt be his queen.

I L

Now the king up- on the green Shalli -choose a girl to be his queen.

/ >r
I -V ILAP ANA

Now the king up 01n the green Shall choose a girl to be his queen.

I AVr

La la la la la la la Lead her out his bride to be.

I L t ON

La la la la la la la Lead her out his bride to be. And

I k~
k It

La la la la la la la Leadher out his bride to be. And

U I I I a LiiIA UN I 1 i D -a W- -,I I I I 1

bride to be.

Figure 1--"Walking On The Green Grass " (10, p. 3)

La la la la la la la Lead her out his
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When two or more different time signatures are employed

simultaneously, the result is called polymetric music, such

as this example taken from Leonard Bernstein's Kaddish Sp-

phony Number Three. Notice that almost every vocal line is

written in a different time signature and at a different tempo

marking.
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-i:tr :os8

A-men, A-men, A -men, A - men, A-men, A - men, A - men, A-men,

Presto possibile :176

A-men,A-men, A-menA-menA-menA - men, A-men, A-men A-menA-menA-in,-

Moderato 80

L 4:

A-men, A - - (ha)-men, A-(ha-)men, A - (ha)-men, A-men, A-men, A-

Moderato . 96

A-men, A-men, A-men, A-men, A-men, A men,

Lento 60e
Wf I .L- ~kI dimn.

A-men, A - men, A - men, A - - men, A - men,

Alla marcia .:io

A - men, A-mnen,A-men, A - men, -men,A A-men, A - men, A-men, A-

Andante ~:72
dim. mfdimmolto

A - - men A - men, A - men,.. A - menAm A -

Figure 2- -Kaddish Symphony Nube Three (3, p. 31)
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Another device of twentieth-century composers is the

use of the displaced bar line. Within the regular time sig-

natures the bar line may be displaced by such things as

accenting or dotted bar lines, which create cross rhythms

between the voices, thus making the music different, inter-

esting, and emotionally exciting, as demonstrated by Aaron

Copland in "Lark."

r r r
to see and hear, tru- ly to see and hear, tru - ly to

tru- ly to see and hear, tru-1y to see and hear

~~p-LFj IH r 2 M ir 1PLP iv Fw,
I M~

to see and hear, tru-ly. to see and hear, to see and

to see and hear, tru -ly to see and

cresc. -

F F'

see and hear, truly to see and hear, t ly to see and hear

, sI , e I

r Vr r

tru- ly to see and hear, tru- ly to see and hear, tru- ly to see,-

.r =Pr L4'

hear, to see and hear, to see and hear, to see and hear,-.

e-Figut 3--Aaroiinopland , "Lark (7, meas. 82-89)
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Francis Poulenc creates an interesting technique by

placing the rhythmic emphasis on the unaccented syllables

of the text, as illustrated in the two following examples.

ALTI

TENORI

BASI

JA Allegro rnaestoso 92 if

Ho. di.e Chrisius natus est

1-
)T 'dw

Ho - di -e Christus natus est Ho . di.e Christus natus est

Fi.

Ho - di -e Clristus natus est

Figure 4--Hodie Christus Natus Est (15, meas. 1-2)

Un peu plus allant : 72
(3 SPRANO

Glo ri..a in
Glo - ry be to

ex..cel.sis De . o
God in higkest heaven,

Figure 5--Gloria (15, meas. 3-4)

MEZZOS

TENORS

BASSES
MOpkL
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Many twentieth-century composers are writing music with-

out meter signatures and bar lines in order to stress the

rhythmic relationship of notes to one another. This tech-

nique allows the composer to free himself of bar lines and

to rely on accents or accented note sequences, as demonstrated

in Aaron Copland's "Lark." In the example the eighth note

is the underlying beat. This type of rhythmic treatment

creates a very disjunctive feeling.

Soprano[ I 0
farcato

To hear thy three-fold weli-come in the air,
Soprano H

nAaicato

To hear thy three-fold wel- come in the air,
Alto

ffarcato

To hear thy three-fold wel- come in the air,
ifmenor arcato

V To see all daz - ze af - ter Ion- de-

Teor II f"ac

To see all daz - zie af - ter long de-
Bass ffnarcato

To see all daz - zie af - ter long de-

Tsadzeftrnd

A t (1 0.

Figure 6--"Lark " (7, meas. 93-98)
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The rhythmic styles and techniques of twentieth-century

music are too numerous to evaluate here. The examples given

should demonstrate the rhythmic problems encountered in the

music.

In choral music suitable for high school performance

there was little evidence of polymetric rhythms. In most

instances music containing this technique was too difficult

to be performed by high school students. The displaced bar

line was used sparingly in the music that was analyzed, but

in some instances it did occur.

The most widely used technique was the lack of meter

signatures and multimetric music. Many of the compositions

examined did not contain meter signatures. The rhythms were

written in strict relationship of one note to another as was

demonstrated earlier. The ever-changing meter signatures

were used most often in the music analyzed, the hypothesis

being that multimetric music is the most characteristic de-

parture from traditional rhythm.

The next sections of this chapter will deal with the

analysis of contemporary harmonic and melodic techniques.

The same procedure used in the section on rhythm will be

used concerning the analysis and illustration of these com-

positional styles.
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Harmony

The nineteenth century brought about a modification and

expansion of harmonic concepts. These modifications, con-

tinuing into the twentieth century, lead to harmony that

defies analysis.

Until the twentieth century, most chords were constructed

by the superimposition of thirds, such as triads containing

two thirds, one major and one minor. Chord construction today

is much more complex. Additional thirds have been added,

creating ninth, eleventh, and thirteenth chords, making the

music more dissonant. An interesting example of parallel

seventh chords is this composition by Edward Canby. Notice

that all women s voices are moving in parallel thirds.

have to go, it's been just di-vine,we love your placehow do you do it? So

glad you came,its been loads of fun, so nice of you, do come a-gain. t's

have to go,it's been just di-vinewe love your placehow do you do it? So

AA

B.

glad you cameit'sbeen loadsof fun, so nice of you, do come a-gain. It's

ri a r

long, so long, good by, good night, so

F J grs4 r by, g g s

ln, so long, good by, good, night., so

Figure 7--"The Interminable Farewell " (4, meas. 29-32)
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Adding thirds to chords was one of the first changes in

contemporary music, but soon new intervals were being used

in chord construction. Composers were using guartal harmony

(chords built on fourths), quintal harmony (chords built on

fifths), and even secundal harmony (chords built on seconds).

These new chords present definite problems to singers due to

their sometimes extreme dissonance.

The following examples are not dissonant, but at times

present tuning problems. The first example is a quartal

texture. Notice the woments voices are a perfect fourth

apart, moving parallel so that the result sounds like organum.

M H

lrd p

lift-ed up their voice- and- praised the Lord,- when they

lift-ed up their voice- and- praised the Lord, when they

praised the Lord, and

d sraisepds

and praised the Lord,

Figure 8--"Behold I Build An House "1 (8, meas. 118-119)
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In the next example, which is quintal harmony, all voices

are written a fifth apart and generally move contrary to one

another. Notice the alto and tenor voices inter-weave to

create major and minor seconds, making their lines harder to

sing and more dissonant.

Con spirito

U .my s

Up) 0 my soul, and blesse the Lord. 0

Ik L

Up, 0 my soul, and blesse the Lord. 0

Up)-- 0 my soul, and blesse the Lord. 0

Up) 0 my soul, and blesse the Lord. 0

GF G g

God My God, how great, how

God My God, how great, how

God) My God how great, how

Figure 9--"Up Oh My Soul" (18, meas. 1-5)
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Parallel major and minor seconds are difficult to sing

unless they can be resolved quickly, as in a suspension.

This example would seem very consonant and simple to one at

first glance, but notice that the major and minor seconds

occuring between the alto and tenor to make the line dis-

sonant are very difficult to sing.

Soprano

Fair as a star, when on- ly one is shin- ing in the sky. She

Alto- .

Tenor9W~~ -Fair as a star, when on- ly one_ is shin-ing in the sky.

Tenor

Fair as a star,- when on - ly one___ is shin-ing in the sky.-

Bass

(Tenor)

Figure 10--"She Dwelt Among Untrodden Ways" (5, meas. 17-20)
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Added tones or non-chordal tones is a term used to

describe notes or tones added to otherwise conventional

chords, such as this example by William Walton. Observe

the perfect major and minor triads used in the soprano and

alto against the non-chordal note in the bass line.

Slow
p- ~

SOPRANOS

lit
ALTOS

2nd

TENORS

BASSES

PIANO
(for rehearsal

only)

VO1'1 0 It

Where does the ut te red mu - - - - sic

Where does the ut - tered mu - - - - sic

(=

Figure ll--"Where Doth the Uttered Music Go" (21, meas. 1-5)

I~ ~

61 - I , - -1 -, 11 1 - 1 op - 1 - .0-12 k
0 . II 'fj

&.MF-

I

-
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The use of mixed chords or polyharmony is a frequently

used device of present-day composers. Polyharmony is the

use of two or more different chords sounding simultaneQusly,

such as these two examples. In the first example, the com-

poser uses a c-e-g chord in the treble voices against a

b-d#-F# chord in the lower voices. The second example by

Charles Ives, is written in two different keys, the treble

voices being in the key of C and the ments voices in the key

of G minor. These two keys sung together present a very close

dissonant harmony almost resembling tone clusters.

subito

HO - - - - ly, ho - - ly

A subitof
Ho - ly, ho - ->ly

Ho - - - - ly, ho - - ly
Allegro moderato = 126)

~U

subito___

Figure 12--"Vision of Isaiah" (1, meas. 273-274)
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CHARLES .E. IVES

Go be mer-ci-ful un-to us, And bless us; And cause his face to

God be mer-ci-ful un-to us And bless us- And cause hisface to

- -r

F-&

I I I I L ~IIl I I , I
F I L L I P& C% I 1 2 0 IL
1W YA L I'% Add U W Wk

fft A" I dd I
gim IW m M F -

I;j

"shine up on tisi; That thy w:ty m y be known up on earth, Thy slLiv ing
A

t% A"

Ida I M ---
NNW IV A 0

0

66

-1-A 12-1 M AM In_? I I 1 10,r
shin(-,., UP - Oil us; That thy wfay tn-..ty be knowr up on earthThy sav ing

k L L L
f- Ike I L LN n

Ago 1 !J4 I 1 3 Add

13 
ti FF

r r

--------- 7M
Aj

ArIL

At

lop

II -L r-

Figure 13--"Sixty-Seventh Psalm" (11, meas. 1-9)

SOPRANO

ALTO

TENOR

BASS

PIANO

(For

Rehearsal
S Onily)

I

I

I
I
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Chord progression as taught by traditional music theory

texts has been abandoned in much of today's music. The un-

conventional root progressions of twentieth-century music

have created a great variation of shifting tonal or chordal

centers, which abandons the feeling of one key. It allows

the composer to free himself from the traditional chord pro-

gression, thus adding more dissonance into music.

The following example seems to have a complete negation

of a tonal center, moving from chord to chord following no

apparent rule.

John Keats

Soprano

Alto

Tenor

Bass

Piano
(only for

rehearsal)

Carlos ChavezPoco lento =63
p molto legato e tenuto sempre

0 soft em -balm- er of the stil i night! Shut- ting,
p molto legato e tenyto sempre m

0 soft e'm - balm- er of the still mid- night! Shut - gll_

Shut - ting,
Mp motto

Poco lento di 63Shut -tnl

.P Molto legato e tenuto sempre

Figure 14--"Three Nocturnes" (6, meas. 1-9)
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mp sempre

-with care-full fin-gers and be - nign,- Our gloom-pleased eyes, em-
legat e teuto smpremy semr

-with care-full fin-gers and be - nign,- Our gloom-pleased eyes,

with care-full fin -gers and be - nign, Our gloom-pleased eyes, em-

mp sempre
with care-full fin-gers and be - nign, Our gloom-pleased eyes

le~rto etenuo SeereMP Sempre
A7

ced. pociss. - - a lempo
bw-tecre-frllm thersan blightn, hdedi Or -getm-pfl-easesdi - i;

bow from light - shade in get ness vine;
eed.pociss. - - - a tempo

tic1

eA--A-

Figure 14--(Cont.)
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The continuous evolution toward freer use of dissonance

has seemed to culminate during this century. The former prin-

ciple of chord preparation and resolution has been forsaken

to a certain degree. As can be seen in this piece by Ralph

Vaughn Williams, the alto never resolves to the F major chord

held by the other voices.

nienle

r'w I~
Mo dig dog eldngdn.Lel

ding dong, bell, ding dong, bel'l.___

ding dong, bell, ding dong, bell.,
nientee

dingdong, bll dn dnbebll .dngdog.bel

Figure 15--'Three Shakespeare Songs" (22, meas. 50-52)

I
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Another illustration of unresolved dissonance is shown

in this example. Aside from the unresolved final chord,

many other difficulties appear in the music. Notice the

chromaticism used in the first measure between the alto and

tenor voices. Then in the second measure the same two voices

move parallel in perfect fourths. The final difficulty is

evident in the soprano and alto voices. The intervals these

two voices sing are very difficult: soprano, major seventh;

and alto, diminished fifth.

accel. ff

tun AsifFat h I nI b d imal th11e1 kn:4)
tune A if Fate h d not Wed him with her knife!

L I L I Ii

ff Ma L 1% L I i

tune As fFzte had not &led him 0ith her kvrufe!1 Fr1d1)ir \ R ~ 4z zu
M F' . -I -_._ _IHh_ _"_M___ _____Am

tune As if Fate hd not bled him ,ith her knife!

IcIceI.

Figure 16--"Sea Charm," No. 7 (13, meas. 15-16)
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Contemporary composers trying to achieve new ideas and

effects have at times reverted to the earliest types of com-

position. In the following example the first soprano and

bass lines are moving in parallel organum. The only dif-

ference in this writing and early organum is the distance

between the two melodies. They are two-and-one-half octaves

apart.

et e.ru..ditoz - or de in sapi .en . tia

Touo

_ Ip

Toum!

et e.ru-di.tos cor,. de in sapi en tia..

Figure 17--Bendita Sabedoria, No. 6 (20, meas. 5-7)

Harmonic practices of twentieth-century music are too

diverse to single out any one predominant technique. All of

the examples illustrated in this section were found quite

frequently in all the music examined.
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Melody

Although the linear aspect (melody) has changed in the

twentieth century, its change has not been as abrupt as that

of rhythm and harmony.

Melody in contemporary music may take various shapes.

It may be pointillistic (fragmented and disjunct), angular

(leaping in opposite directions), dissonant (progressing

by dissonant intervals), or, in some cases, typical of

nineteenth-century melody.

In search for new melodic effects, many composers have

reverted to the use of the old church modes, pentatonic

scales, Gregorian chant, and even to the extreme modern

contrapuntal music where the melodic element is completely

dominant, as during the Renaissance.

The type of melodic materials used during this century

is limitless, but in the following examples the mainstream

of melodic tendencies will be shown.

"When people accuse modern music of having abandoned
melody, what they mean is that it has abandoned the
familiar landmarks on which they rely to recognize
melody" (12, p. 20).

Fragmentation is another term for pointillism in which

the melody uses wide dissonant skips up and down. Such an

example is this from Alban Berg's opera, "Wozzeck."
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Figure 18--"Wozzeck" (2)

Fragmentation (pointillism) is not used in choral music

as much as in vocal music and orchestral writing; however,

much has been written in the choral field and the trend is

being rapidly explored. Chief proponents are Webern, Berg,

and Shoenberg.

New and old scale systems are being used in music today,

such as this piece based on a five note scale, F,G,A,C,Db

(Pentatonic scale).
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Andante misterioso
*

Ding, ding, ding,

Ding, ding, ding,

pp*

Ding dong bell, ding dong bel,
*

Dong,.. dong, dong,

Pr 1 ri

Of his

3 pp 3 ppp

bones are co - ral

P .p
I~~~~~F F l

made;

S 'n~i~~3

Those are

Ist7__ _ _

13IE rI - I

pearls that were his eyes:

Figure 19--"Three Shakespeare Songs" (22, meas. 1-14)

SOPRANO I

SOPRANO 11

ALTO

TENOR

BASS
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Chromatic scales or progressions are very dominant in

today's music. In this example notice the soprano lines

move chromatically. They also move in a descending direction,

making them doubly difficult to sing.

sub5 Ito ff

ex - ca - ma - vitLLJe - su

ex cla - ma - - vit Je - su

cx cia ma - vit Je sus

ex - la masuex ca - ma ~ ' vit Je sits__

__ __ _ ___t

ex cla - ma
- vit Je -. sus

Figure 20--Tenebrae Factae Sunt (16, meas. 5-6)

Although the major-minor system of tonality has been

obscured during the twentieth century, many composers are

using minor scales of all forms, such as this example by

Bernard Heiden. The tenor line carries an F# pure minor

scale, with the other voices picking up the fugue in other keys.
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/ 45

Fromtink-nhornattreatckurs ngmutatgreat osi

hap- ioix hsaphp - p4 ness hap - pi haess

ness hap - p- nes~ ap - p4 -mem, -Irea

f Lrom

L1 
_ _ 1

I r r

Figure 21--"Divine Poems" (9, meas. 45-54)

or
xm_,

I'p

r
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Synthetic scale forms and the early church modes are

additional materials twentieth-century composers are using

for melodies. In the following example notice the enig-

matic (irregular scale) scale used in the bass line. This

scale is sung by all four voices at some time throughout the

entire composition.

G. Verdi (1813-1901)
Aus,,Quattro pezzi sacri"

poco cese..Moderato (A 84)
Sopran

A - ve- Ma-ri - - - - a, gra-ti-a ple - na, Do - mi-nus te-cumbe - ne - di-eta
Alt

A - - e Ma-ri-a, gra - ti- a pie - na, o-mi-nus te - cum, be - ne - d - - ta

A - - ve Ma-ri -a,t gra - - ti-a pe - na, Do-mi-nus te -uum,.. be-ne-di-eta

aA

A - - M- -& - - _- __-a -_t- _- i-_- -Of u - ____

Moderato (Jz84) P0 r-

Figure 22--Ave Maria (19, meas. 1-8)

In Figure 23 an example of the composer's use of modes

is clearly evident. Above the pedal point of the male voices,

the soprano and alto lines move from the basic modality

centered on A through the Dorian and Mixolydian modes.

I
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Further in the composition (not illustrated) the upper voices

add the Lydian mode over the ostinato in the lower voices.

=70)

Gulls,

sempre poco Gulls,

Glj stl

Gulls, gulls, gulls,

smrPOOGulls, gulls, gulls, gulls , gulls, gulls,

i ,- I 1 - 1 I
I I
III I I I I. I A* ,' I

sta - tic, perch, cruel-eyed and sharp-beaked, on bro- ken wharves,
gulls gullsguMlsfgu

sta - tic, perch, cruel-eyed and sharp-beaked, on bro- ken, wharves,

I.

poco cres., dim.

- gulls, -gulls, gulls, gul, HS
poco crese. dim.

gulls, gulls gulls, gulls, - gulls, gulls, - gulls, gulls,

gulls, gulls, gulls, gulls,

Figure 23-'-"Triptych" (17, meas. 1-7)

0
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As was pointed out earlier, melody has probably changed

less in choral music than in any other medium. The most

important change has been the breaking away from the tra-

ditional major-minor system of tonality. When performing

contemporary music, singers must be aware of the interval

relationships and sing each interval in relation to the other,

not in relation to the tonic, sub-dominant, or dominant chords.

Strength in this interval study will enable the singers grad-

ually to break away from the traditional melodic relationship

to chords.
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CHAPTER IV

PREPARATORY EXERCISES FOR PERFORMING

CONTEMPORARY CHORAL MUSIC

In the preceding chapter an attempt has been made to

discover and illustrate twentieth-century compositional tech-

niques. The aim of this chapter, then, is to exemplify the

differences between contemporary tonality and the major-minor

system of tonality and to present vocal exercises to aid

singers with the aural problems of twentieth-century music.

No attempt has been made to present a comprehensive series

of exercises, but merely a sampling of ideas that can be used

to broaden high school singers perception of modern rhythms,

harmonies, and melodies.

These exercises are not meant to be used for sight reading,

but for greater aural awareness of the new music.

Rhythmic Exercises

Twentieth-century rhythms present great performance

problems to singers in general. Constantly changing meters,

jazz syncopations, cross rhythms, and free rhythms are all

frequently used in today's music and many singers have not

54
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been exposed to these innovations of rapidly changing rhythms,

meters, and tempos.

The rhythmic exercises found in Figure 24 should acquaint

singers with the more difficult rhythms of the twentieth cen-

tury. The first series of exercises contains fundamental

rhythms. Each student with practice and help should be able

to read at sight any of these fundamental rhythms. These be-

ginning rhythms could be assigned as home work so that unnec-

essary time is not taken from class.

Once the group of singers have reached a certain degree

of proficiency with the beginning rhythmic exercises, they

then may be divided in half. Group one may read the first

line while group two reads the second line, continuing like-

wise down the page. Later the groups may be subdivided into

many groups, all reading separate lines simultaneously. This

exercise creates very interesting cross rhythms. The director

must at all times point out the effects of these strange-

sounding rhythms and must also relate the rhythms in the

exercises to the contemporary rhythms found in much of today's

music. The students' awareness of such problems will possibly

be a bridge to the increased performance of contemporary music.

An ingenious director will find many ways to use these exer-

cises and others to his advantage.
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When the students have sufficiently studied the funda-

mental rhythms, they may turn next to the more complicated

rhythms found in Figure 25. These exercises will not con-

tain meter signatures. The eighth note will be the under-

lying beat and should be kept constant. Each note should

be read in relation to one another; i.e. a half note re-

ceives twice as many counts as a quarter note. This pro-

cedure will enable the students to read note values instead

of time signatures, which should help them become more fam-

iliar with the ever-changing rhythms in much of today's music.

It should also encourage them to rely less on a strict 4/4 or

3/4 measure, but to be readily cognizant of the constant change.

The same procedure should be used for this rhythmic

exercise as was used in the first section of fundamental

rhythms. Each student should be proficient in reading the

complete page alone. Then the group may be divided, with

one half reading one line and the other half reading another

line. Groups then may be sub-divided.

To reinforce the awareness of rhythmic changes that have

occurred in twentieth-century music, the following familiar

tunes have been altered slightly to demonstrate how composers

have changed songs by merely modifying the fundamental rhythms.

Students are encouraged also to find other melodies for alter-

ation to demonstrate the change in twentieth-century melody.
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The first exercise found in Figure 26 is the familiar

melody of "Yankee Doodle." First, students should sing the

conventional melody, then the exercise. The use of multi-

metric rhythms in this basic example should make students

fully aware of the term. From this exercise, many other

familiar melodies may be altered in the same fashion. Stu-

dents are encouraged to create other exercises.

Rhythmic emphasis on the wrong words of a song can be

best demonstrated in the example found in Figure 27. The

melody is "Take Me Out To The Ball Game." As can be seen,

while singing this exercise, the words seem to fall on the

wrong notes. At first it will be difficult to comprehend

the new sound and rhythm, just as contemporary music is not

understood the first time performance is attempted; but stu-

dents will get used to its disjunct feeling and enjoy singing

it.

Polymetric music has already been described in Chapter

Three. The best device to demonstrate its use is the com-

bining of two or more familiar songs that contain different

meter signatures.

The examples found in Figures 28-29 contain two familiar

melodies, "Dixie" and "The Travelers Song." "Dixie" is

written in 2/4 meter while "The Travelers Song" is written

in 6/8 meter. Students should first sing each melody
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separately; then the group may be divided, each half singing

its respective melody simultaneously. The two melodies sung

together will create an interesting cross rhythm effect of

three notes against two. Many other melodies may be sung to-

gether to reinforce further the technique of polymetric music.

Another rhythmic technique used by earlier composers

that is still being used in this century is the technique

called augmentation and diminution. This style of compo-

sition refers to notes that are doubled (augmentation) in

time value and halved (diminution) in time value.

The manipulation of the round found in Figures 30-31

should sufficiently explain this technique.

Once students become aware of the ever-changing rhythms

of the prescribed exercises, they should set out to find

these and other rhythmic problems in the music itself. It

should be pointed out again that these and all other exer-

cises contained in this study are not meant to be workbook

exercises for contemporary music, but should be used to

initiate students and directors into the musical changes

that have come about in the twentieth century. These exer-

cises, however, should enable students to understand the

music of this century more fully and should also enable

them to perform contemporary music more competently.
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The next portion of this study will seek to introduce

the students to contemporary harmonic idioms and techniques

by presenting harmonic exercises.
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Figure 26 --Multi-metric rhythm exercise

Take me out to the ball game. Take me out where the

crowd is. Buy me some pea-nuts and crack-er jacks

I don t care if I ne-ver get back, for its root, root

for the kome team. If they don tt win its a shame for

its one, two, three strikes your out at the ole ball

game.
Figure 27--Shifting rhythmic emphasis exercise
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Figure 28--Poly-metric rhythmic exercise

Figure 29--Poly-metric rhythmic exercise
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Figure 30--Pure minor scale study through use of round
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Harmonic Exercises

The fundamental in understanding harmonic dissonance

of twentieth-century music lies in the knowledge of inter-

vals. The first part of the following harmonic exercises

will deal with the study or re-study of intervals.

The first exercise found in Figure 32 should be sung

in unison, all intervals being sung very slowly and de-

liberately.

3.-A

T-.a

M2 *2 M3 *3 p 4P5

M6 x6 M7 U7 P8

Figure 32--Unison interval study and exercise

When the singers can accurately sing each of these funda-

mental intervals, they may then turn to more dissonant

exercises to follow.

The instructor should divide the group, boys in one

half and girls in the other. One group may sing one interval

Tw-B
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simultaneously while the other group sings a different inter-

val. This exercise will prepare the groups to hear dissonance

which will increase in later exercises.

s-s

T-B

142 P5 P8 146 PP P4 A2

P5 143 142I P4 x2' P5 147 _

Figure 33--Two part interval exercise

The following exercise will deal with more dissonant

chord structures. The group should be divided into four parts,

soprano, alto, tenor, and bass. Each group will sing a dif-

ferent interval, which will create chords of clashing intensity.

Each interval should be sung very deliberately to emphasize

the sometimes extreme dissonance.

P4 M6 P8 M2 M6 P5

M2 M3 M7 x33 M2 P5

P5 M6 M6 P5 m7 m6

M2 M3 P4 w3 P5
Figure 34--Four part interval exercise
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Next will be the division of the group into six parts,

first soprano, second soprano, alto, tenor, baritone, and

bass. These chords will present much dissonance, but are

only the intervals that were studied at the beginning of

this section. Each student should be encouraged to listen

very carefully to each chord. Some of the chords will seem

to want to resolve, but that is one of the purposes of this

exercise, to show the difference of the non-resolution in

contemporary music as opposed to the usual resolution of

major-minor tonality.

AA

A

T#

A t'iLrf t~'j

Figure 35--Six part interval exercise
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Poly-chordal music is defined as the sounding of two

or more chords simultaneously. To demonstrate the sound of

poly-chords, the instructor should have both boys and girls

start on a unison note. The girls will then sing up one half

step and from that note sing a major triad. The boys will go

from the unison note down a half step and from that note sing

a major triad. As can be seen, the two triads are actually

a second apart, making this exercise not only an exercise to

hear polychords, but good drill on major and minor second

intervals.

$
k

T
B

etc.

Figure 36--Poly-chordal preparatory exercise

Another interesting example is found in the following

exercise. The boys and girls should be divided into six parts.

The girls sing ascending major scales from their respective

notes; the boys sing the same scales descending.
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s

A

T
B

Figure 37--Poly-chordal triad exercise

Quartal and quintal harmony is used quite frequently by

twentieth-century composers. One device to familiarize stu-

dents with this open sound is found in Figure 38. The group

should be divided into four parts, each singing a major scale

a fifth apart. Girls sing ascending scales while the boys

sing descending scales.

s --
A

NNOV

-41 C-AL

12 75

Figure 38--Quintal harmony exercise

Another similar exercise may be used by having the

girls sing major scales ascending a perfect fifth apart,

while the boys sing descending major scales a perfect fourth

apart.

ul C5 33.0
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Alf

Figure 39--Quartal harmony exercise

Still another exercise (not illustrated) to demonstrate

quartal, quintal, or any other harmony would be dividing girls

and boys into any number of parts and assigning each part a

beginning note. From that note students may sing the melody

of "America." If divided into four parts, basses could start

on "D," tenors on "A," altos on "C, " and soprano on "G." Each

of these groups singing the melody in their respective key

would present quintal harmony.

Consecutive major or minor thirds present sometimes ex-

treme dissonance. In the following example the girls will

sing ascending major scales at the interval of a major third

or minor third. The boys will do likewise descending.

s
A

T
B

Jim
Alkem

Avow

1:2

Figure 40--Consecutive major third exerc3-se
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A

T

Figure 41--Consecutive minor third exercise

A similar exercise (not illustrated) to compound the

dissonance is to have the groups sing any form of the minor

scale at the interval of a third apart.

It is hoped that with the completion of these harmonic

exercises the director and students will feel more familiar

with contemporary chord structures. There are many more

possibilities for exercises, and directors are encouraged

to search for other exercises in an attempt to better ac-

quaint themselves and their students with today's music.

Melodic Exercises

As has been stated previously, melody in choral music

has probably changed less than the other aspects of music

during the twentieth century. The primary change in melody

has been in its relation to major-minor tonality. It has

turned more toward the atonal feeling; i.e. instead of inter-

vals being related to chords such as the tonic, subdominant,

dominant and leading tone, they are regarded as separate
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intervals related only to one another. The director and

student should in many cases try to avoid the feeling of

major or minor and rely more on interval relationships. A

thorough study of intervals in the preceding chapter should

help the students in the following melodic exercises.

Due to varying degrees of students' sight-reading abil-

ities, the following exercises should not be used as sight-

reading material; however, the students should be trained to

recognize the intervals by sight and to reproduce them vocally.

Directions For Study

Each student should be given a sheet of exercises. The

director should then explain and illustrate each of the inter-

vals being studied. After some drill on the intervals the

teacher should play the first measure of the exercise at the

piano. The students then sing the measure on a suitable

vowel without looking at the music and without the aid of the

piano. Teacher and students should then locate the wrong notes

and then sing the exercise again with the piano, looking at

the music. This exercise should be repeated until the students

can sing the exercise a cappella.

Another way of using the exercises is in the form of

melodic dictation. The teacher should play the exercise with

a few wrong notes as the students watch the music. The students
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then identify the wrong notes. This helps the students train

their eyes as well as their ears to each interval.

In some cases, there will be preparatory studies before

each melodic exercise. These should be studied until the

students can become familiar with the sound of the interval

in question. For each interval there will be two melodic

exercises. It must be re-emphasized that the exercises are

not meant to be comprehensive, but should be used as an intro-

duction to the atonal feeling of contemporary music.

The following exercises will not deal with the major or

minor third interval. Pupils presumably have already covered

these intervals in their major-minor studies.

Major Seconds

Much contemporary music moves in whole steps; therefore,

the following exercise was developed to hear the whole tone

movement and is not bound to a major-minor key feeling.

Preparatory Exercise:

I V _

0 C7
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Melodies:

FI A

:2. L

Figure 42--Major second exercise and melodies

Minor Seconds

Singing consecutive minor second intervals presents

chromaticism. In the following exercises each note should

be tuned very carefully, especially in the descending passages.

Preparaty Exercise:

Melodies:

1.
LY ,*_Il

tz -_-j -_i

at L I e

V2A-

Figure 43--Minor second exercise and melodies
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Perfect Fourth

The following example will contain not only the perfect

fourth, but will contain the superimposed fourth, major and

minor second as well.

Preparatory Exercise:

Melodies:

If

Figure 44--Perfect Fourth Exercise and Melodies

Perfect Fifth

Preparatory Exercise:
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Melodies:

Figure 45--Perfect fifth exercise and melodies

Major Sixth

At this point it should be reiterated that students

should not look for a tonal center, but should sing each

interval in relation to one another.

Melodies:

'g.e

Figure 46--Major sixth melodies
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Minor Sixth

Melodies:

71

Figure 47--Minor sixth melodies

Minor Seventh

A good ear-training exercise to hear the interval of

the minor seventh is shown in the preparatory exercise.

Students should sing two consecutive fourths. When this

can be done accurately, the inner note should be left out.

After the interval has been clearly established, the melodies

may be continued.

Preparatory Exercise:

71 Tf-

I kwoz
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Melodies:

-1 V, tv fl--

Figure 48--Minor seventh exercise and melodies

Ma jor Seventh

The same procedure should be used while practicing the

major seventh interval as was used in the study of the minor

seventh. This time two perfect fourths should be sung, sepa-

rated by a minor second. When this can be done, the inner

notes may be omitted and the exercise melodies proceeded with.

Preparatory Exercise:

I LAI A q_
PT W-

'144 or
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Melodies:

Ibi

3A I It Mal W 1I *I 16Lj "PTI1I r-~r~
F Ir 49I -- M rs nt x Ie and m ieRs

Figure 49--Major seventh exercise and melodies

After the preceding interval study has been acknow-

ledged, students may then turn to more familiar songs to

demonstrate other melodic practices of contemporary com-

posers.

The first example is a round, using the pure minor

scale or aeloian mode. The title is "Poor Tom." There will

be many possibilities for change in this melody that will be

demonstrated. Students should first become familiar with

the melody by singing it together in unison. Then it may be

sung as a round in as many parts as desired.

Wu # A I i
'AfV

-a
-9-4

SI 

~*

, IA I I I ~ If I 1-70.

f jii:

Figure 50--Natural minor or aeolian mode exercise
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After the melody is clearly established, students may

then invert the melody as illustrated in Figure 51. One

group may sing it from beginning to end while the other

group sings from the end to the beginning. This creates

a very interesting contemporary counterpoint.

To give the song a different sound, students may sing

it in a different time signature as found in Figure 52.

Figure 51--Inverted Round Exercise

A, P

Figure 52--Altered meter signature
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Still another possibility for alteration (not ill-

ustrated) of this melody is to have students sing it as a

round with each voice starting a perfect fourth (or any

other interval) higher or lower than the preceding voice.

Shifting registers, sometimes known as hocketing, has

been used in music throughout history. Twentieth-century

composers are still using the technique. The following ex-

ample can serve as an exercise to understand this particular

form of composition. The tune is the familiar melody of

"America."

coun thee lib of sing

|r |Wq --q 4

My tis land ty I sing.

try sweet sing.

f cr ier thee sing.

Figure 53--Shifting register (hocketing) exercise

s.

A.

T.
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Modal melodies and the use of unusual scale forms can

be found in much of today's music,as was illustrated in

Chapter Three. Appendix I contains the eight church modes

and the most widely used synthetic scale forms of contemporary

music. Students should be exposed to these by singing them

and searching for them in twentieth-century compositions.

The twelve tone system of composition, sometimes called

serial or dodecaphonic music, has been deleted from this

study due to a lack of material in the music examined. This

study is not concerned with devising twelve tone exercises

since the music of the composers that use this system of

composition cannot be performed by the average high school

choir. This is not to say students should not be exposed

to this type of composition. They should study, identify,

listen to, and become aware of the technique.

Melodic possibilities are unlimited in contemporary

music. With the completion of this section, it is hoped

that teachers and students are more fully aware of the

melodic materials used by twentieth-century composers and

understand their use.



CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND

RECOMMENDATIONS

The purpose of this study was to identify compositional

techniques used in contemporary choral music and to suggest

exercises that might be used to prepare high school choirs

for performing the music.

Analysis of the general problem led to subordinate

questions,which were (a) what specific compositional tech-

niques are used by twentieth-century composers and in what

choral compositions these are found,and (b) what vocal

exercises might be used by high school directors with their

choirs to help students improve their abilities to perform

contemporary music.

The study was limited to rhythmic, harmonic, and me-

lodic techniques and exercises that could be sung by the

average high school choir. It was also limited to mixed

choir and did not include boys' or girls choir.

The hypothesis of the study was that specific exercises

can and should be devised to help high school singers hear

and understand contemporary music. The basic assumption was

83
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that many contemporary composers use a variety of useful

techniques, some of which were examined in this study.

Chapter One contains justification of the need for the

study. It is stated that very few books and articles have

been written concerning the educational methods of contem-

porary music. Reasons for the avoidance of twentieth-century

music in the schools are given. These are (1) lack of

theoretical preparation, (2) lack of rehearsal time, and

(3) performance difficulties.

Chapter Two traces the historical background leading

up to the twentieth century. There is no attempt to be

comprehensive but merely to pursue the most important points

of music history.

Locating and analyzing compositional techniques of the

twentieth century is the subject of Chapter Three. Rhyth-

mic, harmonic and melodic techniques are there classified

and illustrated to exemplify the change in twentieth-century

music.

Chapter Four contains rhythmic, harmonic, and melodic

exercises devised by the author to help present the com-

positional techniques to the high school director and his

students. Each technique illustrated in Chapter Three is

re-introduced in Chapter Four along with one or more exer-

cises for each technique.
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Recommendations

Based on the findings and deliberations of this research,

these recommendations are made:

Choral Directors

1. It is recommended that college choral directors

perform the newest music of value as well as older music.

2. It is recommended that all directors keep alert to

new choral publications for possible performance.

3. Public school directors should acquaint their

students with new music through increased performance.

College Theory Teachers

1. It is recommended that each undergraduate student

be required to take at least one semester or one course

dealing with twentieth-century music idioms.

2. It is recommended that students develop an adequate

file of contemporary music for use with their public school

choirs.

3. It is recommended that students analyze contemporary

music to see how it differs from earlier writing.

Researchers

1. More exercises should be devised to help students

more competently perform contemporary music.
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Publishers

1. It is recommended that publishers screen today's

music more carefully and present music of real value and

not just "fad" music.

2. It is recommended that publishers send more con-

temporary music to public school directors in order to

acquaint them further with contemporary music.

Composers

1. It is recommended that composers write more music

suitable for junior and senior high school voices.

2. It is recommended that composers write a short

analytical note with each composition stating what type of

rhythm, melody, and harmony the music contains.



APPENDIX A

ECCLESIASTICAL MODES AND SYNTHETIC SCALE FORMS

Ionian Dorian

Phrygian Lydian

Mixolydian aeolian (nat. minor)

Locia

Locrian

87
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